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PISCES  SOLAR FULL MOON RITUAL- Day Six 
 

MEDITATION ◊ CONTEMPLATION ◊ DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICE  

In Service of the Christ for the Full Flowering of the Soul of Humanity and the Plan 

 

 
(Image by Greg Felter) 

 

On this second day of conscious reception and distribution of Pisces FM energy, our work is to 

extend and apply these energies as agents of the Saving Force in conformity with ‘new modes of 

living and saving’ that the Aquarian Christ and spiritual Hierarchy will surely demonstrate.  The 

sorrow and agony of the cross in evolution is in process of transmutation, being replaced with joy, bliss 

and soul achievements hitherto unknown. We are in the very early stages of learning to live this way, 

and this for a long time to come. 

 

If we are to move beyond a mental understanding of these terms and live them, we must continue 

penetrating the depths of the Soul. 

 

“Life is brought into balance only through spiritual attainment. Spiritual ascent is the only way 

to individual attainment and to attainment of the Common Good.” Attainment is the result of 

“the will” affirming and acting in accord with the force of “Good” and “by unification of the 

will with the Higher Light”.                                                    FIERY WORLD III, Sloka 247 

 

‘Saving humanity’ is dependent upon humanity placing an emphasis upon unity with the world of the 

Soul that affirms basic spiritual principles, and humanity conforming with them.  

 

There is but One Soul in All of Life – from the Infinite … cosmic … solar systemic … planetary … 

human … sub-human …. sub-atomic … infinitesimal.  It is ALL ONE LIFE.   
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A SIMPLE OPENING MEDITATION ALIGNMENT 

 

Sounding a bell tone (OM) … we summon the Angels of the Lord of Love 

OM 

 

We enter Sacred Time – no past, no future, only NOW 

 

Filling our Minds with Light, 

We link our hearts with the Heart of Christ – filling the Heart full with higher Love 

OM 

 

Invoking the higher Will of God, we conform with It  

OM 

 

We enter the sacred space of the Soul Star Group, and  

We come into auric resonance with the potent Love field of the Christ,  

and the Great Potency of the Inner Groups. 

OM 

 

We align with the Saving Force of  flowing to Earth via 

– “Shambhala – where the Will of God is Known”, via 

– “the Spiritual Hierarchy – where the Love of God is manifest”, via 

– the ONE SOUL of “Humanity – where the intelligence of God  

is producing the evolutionary process”   

– through all Earth’s Kingdoms 

OM  
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DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICE: UNITY and THE FORCE of GOOD Ending SEPARATION 

Humanity is undergoing the pressures of purification. The “destiny of nations are being 

weighed”. Conforming to Unity and “the Good” presupposes an internal connection with the 

Soul that lays an emphasis upon spiritual realities. Choices and actions of separation dismantle 

unity, and prevent unity. Let us daily affirm “We are One Humanity, Indivisible under God.”  

“… Those going with the Cosmic Magnet [LOVE] will stand before the Light of the Future, 

but those going against all the illumined beginnings will realize the full weight of Karma.”   

Nation leaders who engender conformity with the universal law of “eternal Unity” are on the 

path of the Good. Nation leaders who choose to separate, do wrong, and war against their 

neighbors engender strife, pain, suffering and destruction, building a heavy debt of karma. 

To violate conformity with the Law of Love “produces an effect in every direction. By 

placing the emphasis upon the visible world, humanity has rejected the Invisible worlds. 

Living in an external world has edged aside the inner strivings which intensify the spirit in 

its quest. The separation of the Worlds is thus affirmed by each act of man!  The 

manifestation of disconnection penetrates all the foundations, and acts reciprocally, 

because negation is a confirmation of the force of destruction. … The World trembles from 

the violation of the Foundations.” Reestablishment and unification is required.  V246  

“… An impetus toward spiritual attainment does not result in an accumulation of energies 

if the will does not act in affirmation with origins of Good. It was spoken with reason 

about the distorted mirror. Precisely humanity distorts each great concept in its warped 

mirror. Purification of the consciousness and to the Teaching is the greatest problem of 

our time. Thus, on the path to the Fiery World, let us remember the necessity of restoring 

the equilibrium of vital concepts.” V247    

(Above quotes drawn from Fiery World-III; Verses 242/7) 

 

“Let Our invocatory prayer Be” to Unify Humanity, and, Unify Humanity with Hierarchy. 

 

“Let us Pray” that Humanity conform with the universal Principles and Laws of the Soul in 

order to Be an expressive Center of divine intelligence, unifying Love and dynamic Will. 

  

Let us visualize currents of Light … Love … and Peace rising-up everywhere through the 

peoples of the Earth. Let us command that Good Will be a living demonstration in 

relationships all around the world. 

 

We affirm the living current of the Saving Force flowing through all Humanity, thereby 

channeling the force of Spirit and conquering the evils of Darkness.  
 

OM  
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DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICE – The Way of Joy 

Master DK illustrates ‘the way of joy’ in the following excerpt from TWM that is beautifully and 

potently worthy of our emulation:  

“To those who wrestle, strive, and hold on, the joy is doubled when the materialization comes 

[the joy of achievement].   

The joy of contrast will be yours, for knowing the past of darkness you will revel in the light of 

fruition; 

The joy of tried and tested companionship will be yours, for years will have proved to you 

who are your chosen associates, and in community of suffering [moving through challenges and 

tests together] will come the strengthened link; 

The joy of peace after victory will be yours, for to the tired warrior the fruits of achievement 

and rest are doubly sweet; 

The joy of participation in the Masters' plan will be yours, and all is well that associates you 

closely with Them; 

The joy of having helped to solace a needy world, of having brought light to darkened souls, 

of having healed in some measure the open sore of the world's distress, will be yours, and  

In the consciousness of days well spent, and in the gratitude of salvaged souls, comes the 

deepest joy of all—the joy a Master knows when He is instrumental in lifting a brother up a 

little higher on the ladder. 

This is the joy that is set before you all—and not so very far ahead it lies.  So work, not for joy 

but towards it; not for reward, but from the inner need to help; not for gratitude, but from the 

urge that comes from having seen the vision and realization of the part you have to play in 

bringing that vision down to earth.”   (TWM - Treatise on White Magic, 368) 

Let us Reflect upon ‘the way of joy’ and trust that it will come. 

 

◊ Creatively imagine the “new mode of Saving” and its potential impact upon the world. 
 

New souls are coming in carrying new modes of joy and service. Sense the steady rising of 

Humanity and the power of a desired Future drawing closer. 
 

◊ IN CLOSING, with the OM sounding True, vibrationally link with the SAVING FORCE 

flowing through us now … all our groups … the Soul of Humanity … and in the world !  

“The Soul” Is a Saving Force” 
“Joy is the song that sings inside us when we open to these energies” (SH) 
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